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编者按：全球风险时代的国家治理

双重社会转型时代的国家治理难题
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The Socio--historical Basis of State--building of the Modern United

States

To LInderstand the process and socio—historicaI dynamics

or American state—building in the modern era，this article

synthesizes the essentials of previous scholarships in relevant

fields and proposes a broad conceptual schema that consist of

。welfare state|’?‘national secu rity state’?。managerial state’?and

。associational state“?which respectively reveal major aspects

and idiosvnCraSies of the United States．Additionally,it discusses

the ways in which the growth of organizational and associational

power of the American society was contribu ring to the state—

building project．

What’s Wrong with American Trade Unions?

The Paths of Late Developers

State Capitalism in Morocco

The core foundation of Morocco's development model is

the cornbination of state intervention and capitalist mode

of production．After liberalization reforms in the 1980s，with

MOl。occo's state capitalism maturing，the direct product of which

was the emergence of a large number of national champions．

National champions have played a huge positive role in boosting

employmenf，increasing GDP,contributing tax revenues，and

en riching the investmenf structure．However,social problems

such as inequality,poverty,and education are the key factors

restricting the effectiveness of the development model．

A Travelogue of I ran：Water and Fi re in Everyday Life

New Chinese History

}rom“Guo Guo‘1 to“Yi Zu“：The Identity Transition of Long Yun

and its Enlightenment

Ethnopolitics has become an important iss LIe in the nation—

building process since the impact of nationalism in Modern

China．Yet it is easy to overlook the dynamics and cotnplexity

of identity construction by overemphasizing ethnic differences

inside China．The identity change or Long Ytln．who belongs to

the Yi group and ruled Yunnan province for 18 years，reveals the

conflicts between frontiergovernance and modern ethnopolitics．

His reflection on the nationaI identification Project reinains

significanf today．
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